Nomination: Citizen of the Year
Nominee: Angel Lau
I am so excited to be able to nominate Angel Lau as Dublin
Citizen of the Year. In 2021, as the pandemic raged on, so
did another fight: the fight against under-represented
communities and increased racial tension and violence.
Angel took the front lines and from nothing brought to life
a peaceful protest and safe space which attracted over 100
members of the Dublin community. She single-handedly
designed and distributed hundreds of flyers to different
businesses and individuals to spread word about the
protest; organized donations and the making of over 150
signs and posters; and was able to secure a sound system
so that she could talk to the residents of the community
about the importance of taking a stand regarding this
issue. But this was no regular protest, as it also attracted the attention of and saw the Mayor, Vice-Mayor,
Councilmembers, and other prominent figures come out to speak to the community.
Though this was back in March, she still continues to keep the narrative alive, as she is now working on another
demonstration: projecting digital signs to remind people that racial tension and violence is not the answer. Not
stopping there, Angel, with her new connections from this protest, became involved in another aspect of the
Dublin community: affordable housing. She has been the Vice Mayor’s right-hand woman as she has become a
founding member this year of the Tri-Valley Chapter of YIMBY Action and continues to meet weekly and work on
projects to ensure affordable housing for all, especially in Dublin, as it continues to expand and draw so many
different communities and people. Angel represents the best of Dublin: a woman who came from very little but
has made it her mission to help those around her, in any and every way that she can. She stays true to her roots
of being a Bay Area native and is always out in the community helping in some way. She is the first to say yes to
offering her services, and always the last to leave an event. Anyone that has had the privilege of interacting and
speaking with Angel will say the same thing -- she is the most selfless and giving person you will meet, with so
many ideas for how to improve communities and the world with pure intentions and honest work. Though this
year has tested us all, Angel has answered that call and been a voice for those who do not have the means to
speak and given them a safe space to be themselves. A city such as Dublin will continue to excel and grow with
more like Angel, and she will no doubt be there to guide them, and thus, deserves to be Dublin’s Citizen of the
Year.

Nomination: Citizen of the Year
Nominee: Steve Wright

pocket.

Steve Wright is well-known in the Tri-Valley for
his personal acts of kindness and for his work
serving those living on the fringes of our society.
Steve’s professional and his personal life have
been dedicated to those who are underserved in
our cities and towns. By nature, he has a
passion for learning and for helping others to
understand important issues affecting their
community. For years, Steve has independently
reached out to our community leaders,
organizations, and residents to raise awareness
about the state of homelessness in the Tri-Valley.
Through his hard work, he has provided food,
clothing, tents, and hygiene supplies to those in
need, often covering the cost out of his own

Steve has also been engaged through non-profit Open Heart Kitchen, in the fulfilling but very difficult job of
delivering hot meals to the chronic alcohol or drug-addicted community members living in camps, under
overpasses, in creeks, and behind buildings… those folks we often move quickly past. During the height of COVID
in 2020, Steve worked tirelessly six days a week when other workers were unavailable to make sure that the
homeless had food, were given services and had a roof over their heads. His hard work and dedication have
continued throughout 2021. He has developed many friendships in these camps, some of whom sadly
succumbed to their illnesses. Without a doubt these are harsh environments in which workers like Steve are at
personal risk. Never once has Steve expected a thank you or expected to benefit personally from his actions.
Steve began his professional career as a journalist about 40 years ago, successfully rising to editorial page editor
for the San Jose Mercury News. He and his family have lived in Dublin for nearly 30 years. For 25 years as an
investigative journalist, Steve has covered many important topics, including those involving local politics,
infrastructure, and water resources issues impacting Bay Area communities of color, including those in San Jose,
Oakland, and San Francisco. Throughout his career, his passion has always been to help underserved
communities, whether it was to demystify government actions or to highlight the cultures and the lives of people
that were often overlooked by the media.
Steve is currently a highly respected five-year member of Dublin’s City Planning Commission where he continues
his passion of community building. He is a strong proponent of creating a vibrant Downtown in which all of our
community members can come together. This is a man of integrity, a community leader, and a truly caring
individual. It is an honor to acknowledge Steve Wright’s accomplishments over the years and to nominate him
for Citizen of the Year!

Nomination: Young Citizen of the Year
Nominee: Om Shah
When the pandemic started in 2020, we asked Om how he would like to
help people. He immediately said wood working, and over the last two
years, has started and maintained a not-for-profit woodshop. He
purposely chose to repurpose tools, scavenge for materials, and learn
how to build things that are environmentally friendly and promote
gardening. Over 90% of everything he builds is made from upcycled or
repurposed materials. He went the next step and got more kids (12+)
across neighborhoods and even states to participate in his idea,
collaborating to build websites, marketing, and managing finances. In FY
2021, his and his brother’s efforts translated into $3000+ in donations to
local food banks, One Tree Planted (reforestation in CA), and Campaign
Zero (reducing unnecessary police violence via policy improvement). All
this while pushing to make sure all proceeds over costs go to those who
need it most. In total, Om and his younger brother Prem have led the
charge donating over $7000 = greater than 11,000 meals served, over
1,000 trees planted in California, and more. Om’s favorite things to build
are planter boxes and outdoor coffee tables. More details can be learned at www.DoughysWoodShop.com including how the donations translated into actual meals and trees supported.

Nomination: Young Citizen of the Year
Nominee: Summer Shi
I would like to nominate Summer Shi for the 2021 Dublin Young Citizen of
the Year award. Summer is a long-time Dublin resident and currently
attends Dublin High School. Throughout the past several years, Summer has
demonstrated that she is willing to go the extra mile for anything she
endeavors. Being one of the founders of the Breaking BEARriers Youth
Leadership Club and participating/organizing frequent volunteering
opportunities, Summer has dedicated her service and hard work to the City
of Dublin. One of Summer's most significant undertakings in 2021 involved
the most considerable struggle students had to face learning online amid
the pandemic. Many students, especially those in elementary/middle
schools, found it hard to adapt to the secluded environment and found it
even more challenging to explore new extracurricular activities. Having
experienced these exact struggles herself, Summer went out of her way to
offer free summer classes in various extracurricular subjects such as
Introduction to Debate, Golf, and Destination Imagination. Her goal was to
give students an outlet to escape the harsh demands of online learning and
explore activities they may have never thought of doing before. Summer
was incredibly passionate in the way she went about teaching and coaching. She spent a big chunk of her free time
designing classes. One of her biggest priorities was to offer an exciting class where students could develop new interests
while maintaining a safe environment. For example, in her Intro Debate online classes, she designed different conversation
games and small mock debates and made sure each student got opportunities to talk, interact, and have fun with others.
She tried to understand each student's personality and tailored her teaching style to fit different learning needs. In her golf
classes, she worked very hard to arrange the golf course, prepare bottled water/snacks, and get golf clubs setup for each
student before the class. She also made sure that her coaching followed CDC guidance. To encourage students, she gave
out her toy collections as an award at the end of each class. Thanks to her hard work, more than 40 local
elementary/middle school students participated in her Debate/Golf courses. At the end of these free classes, Summer
received incredibly positive feedback, leading her to receive a generous amount of donations, all of which were then
donated to the One City One Book Project in support of Dublin students later in 2021. In addition, Summer has long been
known to have participated in Destination Imagination (DI- a STEM program) for over seven years and volunteered to
support the DI program through Breaking Bearriers Club’s DI mentoring program. In 2021, Summer continually devoted her
time and passions to inspire new generations of students partaking in Destination Imagination in Dublin and surrounding
areas. Summer co-hosted DI information webinars/DI Summer Camps, volunteered at Instant Challenge Days, and coached
individual teams to explore and develop their critical thinking, project management, teamwork skills etc. One of her
coached teams won first place in the state level DI competition in 2021.
Summer is also passionate about writing. She has been one of the most productive writers of the Dublin Shield newspaper
and continues to catch local issues and hot topics. In 2021, Summer had focused on promoting community service
involvement, bringing awareness to new laws' impact in Dublin and other modern issues in the world, as well as promoting
various non-profit organizations across Dublin. It demonstrated that Summer used her writing power to strive for positive
change within our city.
Last, but not least, being a Breaking BEARrier's club officer, Summer tried to give positive impact internationally as well. She
co-coordinated the Build a Library in Africa project and ran a successful fundraising event. She and her club mates were
able to collect over 1000+ books and raise over $500, and successfully built a library in Ghana.
Summer loves the city of Dublin. Her enthusiasm and dedication to the community would make her an excellent nominee
for the Dublin Young Citizen of the year.

Nomination: Young Citizen of the Year
Nominee: Ananya Jakilati
Ananya Jakilati is a junior at DHS. She has made a difference in not
only our school community, but in our city as well. Last year, Ananya
founded our ABCD (Any Body Can Dream) Club in order to provide
support for children during this pandemic and difficult time caused by
COVID-19. As their amazing website
(https://sites.google.com/mydusd.org/abcd/abcd) states, "Our goal is
to help the younger generations and help them approach their
dreams and goals. We are a group of dedicated/motivated high school
students from DHS that are looking for a way to give back to the
community as a service." The support that Ananya and her peers have
provided has been very welcome by students of all ages. The services
are provided year-round and the club has tutored 600+ students.
In addition to ABCD, Ananya also founded our VCC (Virtual Culinary
Club) and PVC (Photography & Videography Club). These clubs have
supported others as they look to expand their talents and interests.
Providing a positive healthy outlet during this time of isolation
supports the mental health of others.
Ananya Jakilati embodies the best of a citizen of Dublin. During a difficult time, she has created systems to
provide both academic and social emotional support to many other residents. She is very deserving of Dublin's
Citizen of the Year award.

Nomination: Young Citizen of the Year
Nominee: Aakrisht Mehra
I would be delighted to nominate Aakrisht Mehra for the Young Citizen of the Year
Award. Throughout 2021, Aakrisht has continued to help his community and the
people around him in whatever way possible. With the emergence of the COVID-19
pandemic, senior citizens were cut off from their friends and family since senior
citizens had to isolate themselves to protect themselves. Combined with the
general stress that comes with a global pandemic, senior citizens became helpless,
vulnerable, and lonely. Aakrisht quickly realized that this was a prevalent problem in
society and began working on ways to help the Senior citizen population. In 2020,
he created an organization called Elderly Care Everywhere whose mission was to
help senior citizens connect with others in their community through activities like
online meetings, handmade cards, and their pen pal program. However, he quickly
realized that this problem was more prevalent than thought. In 2021, he was able to
expand his organization using their social media platforms and website
(elderlycareeverywhere.com) and take this organization to the next level. Using his
organization, Aakrisht has partnered with multiple senior centers and senior living
residences to give as many senior citizens in the Bay Area a chance at socializing.
Even with the competitive rigor of schools, he was able to launch multiple new
projects such as his blog, which keeps people informed about socialization, having
better social media pages, and hosting numerous card drives for senior citizens. Throughout the year, he hosted
several community-wide events to help senior citizens, which have brought the community together to show
senior citizens that we are there for them. Last year, Aakrisht launched multiple card drives over holidays like
Valentine’s Day, Thanksgiving, and Christmas while collecting over 800 homemade cards for senior citizens,
which were donated to senior centers across the Bay Area, including the Dublin Senior Center.
Even outside of his organization, Aakrisht has continued to help out wherever he can. At the height of the
COVID-19 pandemic, when essential workers continued to protect and help our community even as a pandemic
was raging, Aakrisht quickly realized that these workers continued to risk their lives for us; however, we never
stopped to thank them for the work that they were doing. He was able to take the initiative and organize a card
collection drive within his school for essential workers collecting over 600 Valentine's Day Cards that were
delivered to Safeway, Trader Joe's, the Bay Area Community Health Center, the Dublin Police Department, and
several fire stations throughout Dublin. Aakrisht’s drive and spirit to help out the community whenever possible
makes him an excellent nominee for the Dublin Youth Citizen of the Year Award.

Nomination: Young Citizen of the Year
Nominee: Romal Mitr

Stunned by the inadequacies of traditional climate-change solutions,
Romal founded an organization called “Reimagining Earth.” With four
innovative programs, Romal’s initiative inspires others worldwide and
in Dublin to combine their unique interests and channel them
towards furthering the environmental movement. Romal’s first
program uses filmmaking to disseminate powerful environmental
messages and galvanize people into action. After realizing film’s
incredible potential to capture people’s attention and invoke
emotions, Romal used it as a medium to voice urgent environmental
messages that can resonate with large audiences. An accomplished
filmmaker herself (with her film streaming on Roku and Amazon Fire
TV), Romal hosted 15 youth filmmaking workshops locally and
launched her own film festival called “Earth Unfiltered: Bay Area’s
Environmental Youth Film Festival.”

Romal’s second program draws on her love for geography. After realizing that the environmental applications of
mapmaking were largely unexplored, she used mapmaking to account for global urbanization rates. Mapping current
infrastructure in secluded places worldwide (such as Japanese Biodiversity-Hotspots and Colombian Amazon), Romal’s
efforts provide more accurate global carbon footprint estimates. Through “mapathons,” she has amassed a collection of 75
unique maps and taught the techniques of mapmaking to Dublin youth.
Romal’s third program increases the environmental education standard by assessing gaps in current environmental
legislation and proposing new bills. Her proposed bill to increase environmental literacy was sent to the California Capitol
for complete review in November 2021 by Assemblymember Bauer-Kahan’s team. Her suggestions have also been included
in Dublin’s “Climate Action Plan 2030 and Beyond.” Romal’s program has effectively increased environmental awareness in
California youth, spurring discussion about the creation of Environmental Youth Councils in Dublin and neighboring cities.
Furthering her mission to increase environmental education locally, Romal launched her school’s popular educational
environmental magazine (“Wild and Wondrous”) and podcast series (“Nurturing Nature”) through her position as President
in her Environmental Club.
Romal’s fourth program stems from her childhood passion for origami and curbs its paper wastage. Romal’s sustainable
origami project redefines the art of paper-folding as it shifts everyone away from using fresh paper and towards using
recycled materials, transforming Dublin community members into environmental stewards of our planet. Through broad
community outreach programs, Romal has collected ~1,350 sustainable origami crafts that were distributed to local
medical communities as therapeutic gifts. She also partnered with the organization “Paper for Water,” where they create
origami crafts to fundraise for clean water in underprivileged communities.
For her environmental work, Romal was named a “2021 International Young Eco-Hero” (honor given to 20 youth
worldwide), and she was one of the six winners for the 2021 California Youth Sustainability Award (received the “Leader
Award”). Romal also gave a TEDx Talk in 2021, titled “Reviving Earth’s Heartbeat Before It Flatlines,” about approaching the
environmental movement from novel angles. Her talk was included in the TEDx Global Countdown event.
Overall, Romal fundamentally alters how Dublin community-members approach environmental problems. By intertwining
creativity with a strong spirit of leadership, Romal is driven towards furthering an important cause: encouraging new
ideation around environmental preservation.

Nomination: Organization of the Year
Nominee: BreakingBEARriers
Breaking BEARriers club, a 501-c3 organization founded in 2019 by six high
school freshmen from Dublin and Pleasanton, is missioned to encourage
their peers using cutting edge technology and out of the box ideas to build a
better world through community service and youth leadership
development. Grounded in core values of inclusion, respect, diversity,
leadership, responsibility, passion and positivity, the club has grown to more
than 40 active youth members. In 2021, the club championed numerous
projects to develop youth members, and helped build and strengthen our
communities in Dublin and surrounding cities. Destination Imagination (DI)
projects, focused on promoting student participation and equipping kids
from K to 12 with creativity, problem solving skills, teamwork, organization
and improvisation. Different activities were conducted throughout the year
and created positive and long-lasting impacts for kids in the communities.
Club members participated in the Destination Imagination (DI) Global
Finals competition and brought an 8th place prize to Dublin. The club also hosted DI Summer Camp for kids to
introduce essential skills of the Destination Imagination program, e.g., storytelling, prop building, stage
performance, technical skills, etc. Realizing the learning difficulties among the elementary and middle school
students during the COVID pandemic, the club launched the General Homework Help program to provide
tutoring for K-8 students facing study hurdles. The club also hosted nine different free summer classes (Spanish,
Math, Writing, Debate, Chinese, Basketball, Golf, Saxophone, etc), for K-8 students, to help improve academic
progress or develop extra-curriculum interests during summer break. Knowing many kids have books at home
that were barely read anymore, BB Club organized a book drive and collected over 1600 books in less than one
month.
Six hundred of the books were donated to the Children's Book Project to help under-resourced kids in the Bay
Area, and the other 1000 books were sent to Ghana to help build a local African library. A fundraiser selling
homemade pastry boxes celebrating Mother’s Day raised over $500 to fund the African Library Project.
Throughout the year, members of the club continue to organize and participate in various community service
projects. Partnered with India COVID SOS to collect CPAP/BiPAP machines for repurposing them as ventilators
and sent 25 ventilators to India on the India COVID Help project. Battery Collection Drive project collected and
recycled alkaline batteries in our community. Christmas shoebox project raised monetary donations and packed
shoeboxes with toys, hygiene items, and school supplies for children around the world. Socks and Gloves for
homeless project collected blankets, thermal socks, hats and gloves for homeless in the Tri-Valley area.

Nomination: Organization of the Year
Nominee: Above and Beyond Leadership & Education (ABLE)
I would like to nominate Above and Beyond Leadership Education (ABLE) non-profit organization for the Organization of the Year
2021. I have participated in many ABLE-organized volunteer events and have firsthand experience in how ABLE focuses on
advocating for education and building great communities for everyone. Hence, I got to know more about ABLE as a non-profit
organization. ABLE was established in 2019, on average, 30+ students participated in the program and spent 3000+ accumulated
hours per year. ABLE has two main goals: 1) focus on social responsibility and obligation 2) contribute to education. The
organization primarily consists of students from Dublin High, but also includes high school students from other cities, such as San
Ramon, Walnut Creek, Fremont, Pleasanton. In 2021, ABLE has organized more than 10 events that support Dublin city and
communities. Besides events, there were multiple on-going long-term projects for humanity and education. Here are some
examples of the events and projects that ALBE organized or had significant contributions in 2021:
Stop Asian Hate Rally - On March 28, ABLE, along with the City of Dublin, Alameda County, residents, and social workers, coorganized the large social event for Stop Asian Hate Rally. ABLE’s President gave a speech for the Stop Asian Hate movement
representing the ABLE Organization. ALBE’s volunteers invited and introduced guest speakers, bought drinks, made posters and
signs for all volunteers, and helped with parking safety. The event was one the largest rallies supporting Asian community against
Asian hate. It got support from Asian residents not only in Dublin but also from many other cities, as well many other ethnicities.
The ABLE volunteering students had set a great example to youngsters to be responsible, stand up against discrimination, and
create a united supportive community.
Race Amity Festival - On June 13, ABLE participated in the Race Amity Festival held by Dublin city. ABLE members’ performance
impressed the audience with a presentation of Chinese culture. They loved to learn about all countries, races, and cultures and
gave a presentation to demonstrate their knowledge. ABLE showed how much they care about their community and want to
work together to build a happy, safe, and beautiful environment for everyone. Each year, the City of Dublin holds this event.
ABLE members not only participated in the performance, but also provided behind-the-scenes support, such as post-event cleanup.
Dublin Splatter Annual Event - On August 8, ALBE supported the event by providing free drinks and water to policemen, service
staff, and performers. This service turned out to be very essential for all the people who worked for the event.
Prepared Masks for Senior Centers and local Communities - On June 20, masks became essential during the pandemic. ABLE
members got together and prepared 10,000 masks for seniors and low-income families, wrote many greeting cards to medical
providers to show appreciation and love to those who risk their lives in serving our community.
Dublin Park Cleaning - On June 3, ABLE group participated in cleaning up Dublin parks along with Mayor Melissa Hernandez, City
Council, and many other volunteers. ABLE showed their positive attitude and cooperation for their community.
80th Anniversary Event - On November 13, Alameda County held the Remember Heroes, commemorating the 80th anniversary of
the brave Flying Tigers. ABLE was an essential component of the event, supporting the organizer, including direct parking, meet
and greet, admission, and seating, to ensure the success of the event.
Education to Local & Tutoring - ABLE holds a community youth virtual workout program which is free and fun for all. It helps the
youngsters stay active and healthy during the pandemic. ABLE group has tutored more than ten kids from different countries that
needed help with English, math, and social activities, showing their trustworthiness, caring, and willingness to give to others.
Above are just some examples of many contributions the ABLE made to Dublin City and communities. Its continuous effort in
educating youth and building an inclusive community will positively impact our lives in many years to come. I highly recommend
ABLE for the City of Dublin Organization of the Year 2021.

Nomination: Organization of the Year
Nominee: Friends of Dublin Library
The Friends of Dublin Library (FODL) is a non-profit organization dedicated to
enhancing the programs offered at Dublin Library. The Friends are
passionate about the important role that the library plays to the city, and
they support the library by sponsoring early literacy programs, community
music programs, children’s summer programs, book clubs, guest speakers,
and many more special programs and events. The Friends usually hold three
book sales each year, each requiring up to 200-300 volunteer hours to
prepare for the book sale. In December 2021, the book sale featured Book
and a Buddy’s excellent quality used book and a cleaned, gently used stuffed
animal, gift wrapped with a homemade bow. The organization was founded
in 1968 and is made up of 259 community members. In 2021, the Friends
used some of their resources to support Nature Story Paths that are a fun
and educational activity. It involves placing a children’s book along a path so
that readers can walk the path and enjoy a story. The story paths were
extremely popular during the pandemic, as they could be used even if the
library was closed. Each month, the Friends sponsored the cost to put up a new story, and this activity continues
to be a favorite among customers of all ages. Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Friends have
risen to the challenge of supporting the Dublin Library as it transitioned to a new service model. This support is
particularly meaningful because of the devastating impact the pandemic has had on the availability of
educational opportunities for all communities, specifically due to the loss of access to services public libraries
provide. During 2021, the Dublin Library continued providing virtual services that began in March of the previous
year. Browsing the library and book displays was not an option with virtual services. FODL funded supplies to
create craft kits that could be picked up along with grab-and-go book bags. The book bags, organized by genres,
age groups, and grade level were extremely popular throughout 2021, and they helped patrons reclaim the
serendipitous feeling of finding just the right book on a visit to the library. The FODL funded all of the cost for
supplies and prizes to support the virtual 2021 Summer Reading Program. The Winter Reading Challenge and
Bookshelf Bingo, two successful programs, were also sponsored by FODL to keep our community members of all
ages engaged with the library. Some of the teachers enrolled their classes in the programs and the response has
been overwhelmingly positive. Every year, Friends sponsors and provides the George Schoening Memorial Award
for exemplary volunteer service. In 2021, two teens from Dublin received the award for their excellent volunteer
work at the Dublin Library. While the pandemic has created challenges for all community members, the Friends
have continued their longstanding tradition of supporting the library in being there for the community in the City
of Dublin, California.

Nomination: Organization of the Year
Nominee: Any Body Can Dream Club
The Any Body Can Dream club, ABCD, is a community service club
based in Dublin High School, led by junior Ananya Jakilati. With over
24 subjects to offer, the club provides free tutoring for students K-12.
Established in September 2020, the club has been able to accumulate
650+ hours. The subjects they offer are a wide variety, including:
Reading to Kids; Tutoring for Chosen Subjects; Science Time; Dance:
Hip Hop, Bhangra, and Bollywood; Sketching; Languages: French,
Mandarin, Spanish, Japanese (basic), Telugu, Hindi; Cooking; Baking;
Calligraphy; Sewing (for older kids); Scrapbooking; and Instruments:
Piano, Violin, Guitar, Drums, Mallets, Keyboard. They've helped over
50 students and held over 650 one-on-one tutoring sessions.
Furthermore, this club hosted a talent show to fundraise money for
the COVID-19 crisis in India, which helped an orphanage thrive for a
week, covering the costs of food and bills for 34 children. As evidence
of this club's dedication, they've received the best reviews from
parents, which can be viewed on their site.
(https://sites.google.com/mydusd.org/abcd/abcd)
The reviews are a representation of the dedication of ABCD. They
strive to provide recognition for their members, their tutors, through their site, giving them the option to list
their qualifications, certifications, and a summary of their interest. Lastly, the club's influence was mentioned in
our very own Dublin Shield, as part of the Club Spotlight segment.

Nomination: Organization of the Year
Nominee: Hindu Swamsevak Sangh HSS – Dublin Chapter
Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh USA (HSS) is a 501(c)(3), voluntary,
non-profit, social, educational, and cultural organization. HSS
Dublin fosters a sense of civic duty, caring, responsibility, and
volunteerism through service activities and outreach projects. In
the past seven years, HSS Dublin has grown to more than 75
vibrant Hindu community volunteers who strive to make a
difference in Dublin City. Considering the below achievements
from HSS Dublin toward Dublin, I am nominating them for the
Organization of the Year. When COVID-19 continued in 2021 and
impacted health and mental wellbeing of adults and kids, HSS
Dublin organized "Health for Humanity'' yogathon initiative for 15
days in January, where HSS Dublin volunteers reached out to
local schools and communities to demonstrate and propagate the
Benefits of Yoga on Mind and Body through a popular yoga
posture called 'Sun Salutation'. Nearly 1400 school children
participated from Kolb Elementary, Frederiksen Elementary, and
Cottonwood Creek School in Dublin.
HSS Teacher Appreciation Day was organized in May wherein kids
and youth recognize and respect their teachers for silently
shaping their lives and helping imbibe positive values in their lives. Six teachers from DUSD attended the Online event.
The HSS Backpack Drive program was organized to ensure that low-income and foster children in grades K-12 started the
school year with the tools they needed. HSS Dublin donated school supplies for underprivileged students. Donations were
handed over to the DUSD Superintendent and Student Director.
HSS Dublin believes that the whole world is one big family. To spread this message of universal brotherhood and promote
harmony, HSS Dublin celebrated the Universal Oneness Day program by meeting Dublin’s Mayor and the Alameda County
Supervisor and tying a sacred thread 'Rakhi' on their wrist and sharing 'Indian sweets.
HSS Sewa Diwali Food Drive - Organized to raise awareness about hunger in the community and encourage selfless giving
(also called SEWA).
"Sewa Diwali, the biggest food drive event of the year, was organized over four weeks of "Diwali" festival also known as
the “Festival of Lights”. This year, "Sewa Diwali" food drive donated over 1000 pounds of food to the Alameda County
Supervisor's First Annual Canned Food Drive. "Thank you, SEWA Diwali for what you did and every year,” as quoted by
Supervisor David Haubert in a commendation presented to HSS Dublin in the presence of Dublin Mayor Melissa Hernandez.
An additional 300 pounds was donated to Alameda County Food Bank.
HSS Dublin Diaper and Socks Drive - When Dublin Mayor Hernandez indicated the requirement of warm winter socks for
homeless and seniors and diapers for the needy children of Dublin, HSS Dublin youth volunteers collaborated with TriValley organization TVKS and donated 2466 diapers to Hively Dublin and 252 socks to the homeless.
HSS Dublin Coat Drive was organized by Youth Volunteers where 80 lightly used coats were collected and donated to the
Tri-Valley Rotary Club in Livermore. These coats were distributed to underprivileged kids who live in the Tri-Valley area.

